How can the Service Desk meet the
needs of today’s workforce?

Today’s workforce is changing - users want
IT support on their own terms
Millennials will comprise

75%
of the workforce by 20251

41%
of this group say they prefer to communicate
electronically at work rather than face to face,
or even over the telephone2

Flexible working will be the main way of working for

70%

of organizations by 20203

69%
of Service Desk employees expect to see
greater focus on the end-user experience4

At the same time, the range of technologies
in the workplace is growing

By 2019, global corporate IT
spending will surpass5

$2.8 trillion
The number of connected devices
is expected to reach6

38.5 billion by 2020

Over half of organizations now have
a ‘bring your own device’ policy –
increasing the diversity of technologies
in the workplace7

“The ‘bring your own device’ phenomenon is really
just a taste of what’s to come – it will soon be a
case of ‘bring your own everything’.”
Ollie O’Donoghue,
Head of Research and Insight, Service Desk Institute

How can the Service Desk deliver a user-centric experience
in a complex technology environment?

“Virtual agents allow users to access support for all their
business needs via one simple, automated channel, 24/7.”
Mike Matthews,
EMEIA Service Desk and Integrations Offerings Lead, Fujitsu

Intelligent automation can improve
efficiency and reduce costs
By 2017, organizations using autonomics and
cognitive platforms will be able to achieve a

60%

reduction in the cost of running IT
support services8

71%
of IT consumers prefer dealing with
a virtual agent over static web pages9

Predictive analytics enable user issues to be anticipated
and addressed before they cause problems

47%
of Service Desks expect to see increased demand for
business intelligence and big data in the near future10

"Predictive analytics offer service and support organizations the perfect
opportunity to drive greater value by enabling them to proactively tackle
issues before they have made any impact to business operations."
Ollie O’Donoghue,
Head of Research and Insight, Service Desk Institute

Greater digitalization will free Service Desk representatives
from performing mundane tasks

In future, Service Desk representatives will:
Oversee machine-enabled support
Interpret data analysis about users
Resolve issues ahead of or in real-time
Provide personalized support to business users
Identify opportunities for using emergent/new technologies

10% of organizations now offer a walk-up Service
Desk as part of their IT support mix

Six steps to the next-generation Service Desk

UNDERSTAND THE NEEDS OF YOUR WORKFORCE and how they differ
between digital natives and digital novices

USE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION to complete basic tasks, and redeploy
Service Desk representatives to solve more complex issues

PROVIDE OMNICHANNEL SUPPORT that can be accessed via any
device, in any place, and at any time

APPLY DATA AND ANALYTICS to identify and address user issues before
they cause problems

IMPLEMENT BIOMETRICS to enhance security and reduce agent
handling time

MONITOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION and identify opportunities
for improvement
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